
XWF Episode 2 – They Have To
Take The Up Escalator To Get
To Terrible
XWF Episode 2
Date: November 13, 2001
Location: Universal Studios, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: Jerry Lawler, Tony Schiavone

The debut episode of this show was, shall we say, horrible. Unfortunately
there’s no time between the tapings to fix those things as these episodes
were all taped in a two day span. The only good thing that could come out
of this would be those wrestlers aren’t likely to work again on this
show…unless those guys were their best. In that case I might be in the
need of a well crafted noose. Let’s get to it.

Hart and Knobbs hype up the second episode and recap the first. We need a
recap for a show that was on the same DVD set as this one?

This week’s episode opens with another recap of last week’s episode.

Juventud Guerrera/Psychosis vs. Ray Gonzalez/Konnan

Gonzalez is a big deal in Puerto Rico and I’m sure you know everyone
else. Konnan and Psychosis get us going with Konnan taking him down four
times in a row including twice by armdrags before bringing in Gonzalez.
Ray tries to drop down but Guerrera drops an elbow on the back, only to
have Gonzalez pop back up and choke Juvy to the mat. Guerrera comes back
with a LOUD spinwheel kick before Psychosis comes back in for a double
dropkick.

Psychosis gets two off a legdrop and Juvy gets the same off a springboard
version of the same move. Ray comes back with an enziguri to Juvy and
it’s hot tag to Konnan who speeds things up. A DDT puts Psychosis down
and a double hiptoss gets two on Juvy. Guerrera comes right back with the
Juvy driver to Ray but Konnan breaks up the 450, allowing Gonzalez to hit
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a swinging neckbreaker on Guerrera for the pin.

Rating: D+. I think the match had the potential to be good but it went by
so fast that I could barely tell. This match needed to be about twice as
long for the story they were trying to tell which has been the problem
for a lot of the matches that this promotion has had so far. It’s ok to
give a match more than four minutes and letting it develop.

That’s enough wrestling so here’s Rena Mero (Sable) flanked by security
with something to say. She talks about how great this company can be but
Gene interrupts her to ask about Roddy Piper overstepping his boundaries
in the Hennig vs. Vampiro match last week. Cue Roddy to defend himself (I
think, as his music drowns out the start of his speech) and say he’s
taken many things into his own hands but Sable hasn’t been one of
them…..yet.

She says Piper promised to avoid getting physical but thinks there might
be a fire burning under his kilt. Piper rants about something the audio
doesn’t pick up until Vampiro comes in. He thanks Sable for her
confidence in the locker room’s abilities and Sable says make the most of
it. One more thing: Sable wants Piper to hire Josh Matthews from Tough
Enough, which gets a pop for some reason. Piper is cool with the idea and
makes Matthews vs. Vampiro.

Big Vito wants to fight the best in the XWF.

The South Philly Posse (Public Enemy) walks past a bus stop and hits on a
woman who is clearly a hooker.

The announcers talk for a bit until Simon Diamond comes out to yell at
Jerry Lawler for his comments about Simon last week. Those comments were
so quick that I don’t even remember them but apparently they were about
Dawn Marie not having any class. Simon insults Lawler’s chick named
Kitten and we’ve got a match.

Jerry Lawler vs. Simon Diamond

Lawler takes him into the corner for right hand but Johnny Swinger runs
in for a double team. Jerry gets double teamed but Simon hits Swinger by



mistake. Lawler cleans house and piledrives Simon for the pin in about 90
seconds. Again, less than nothing.

Sonny Onoo has a guy named Vapor. These vignettes are maybe ten seconds
each.

Hail vs. Knuckles

Knuckles is a jobber who hasn’t seemed to fight anywhere of note other
than in the XWF. Corner splash, modified belly to belly superplex,
shoulder breaker, legdrop, Hail wins.

AJ Styles promises to prove he’s the best cruiserweight in the XWF. If
you think he’s a country hick now, you would be blown away here. He
sounds like a guy imitating a country wrestler.

Knobs and Hart recap the other half of last week’s show.

Horace and Greg Valentine are ticked off that they’re not on the card
tonight. They complain to Piper who makes Horace vs. Josh Matthews next
week.

Johnny B. Badd vs. Norman Smiley

Badd is way slimmer than he was in his WWF days. Smiley shoulder blocks
him down and follows up with a hiptoss before stopping for a dance. Badd
comes back with a headlock takeover of his own but stops to pose,
allowing Norman to score with some uppercuts in the corner. A slam and
clothesline drop Johnny for two and we hit the chinlock.

Jerry talks about Norman having a match last week, even though this is
the first match we’ve seen him have. Badd fights up but Norman
clotheslines him right back down. A delayed butterfly suplex gets two for
Norman and it’s off to an abdominal stretch on the mat. Back up and Badd
easily picks Norman up for the TKO and the pin.

Rating: D+. I’m having a hard time coming up with stuff to say about
these matches. Norman was doing his best amateur and technical stuff out
there but Badd literally did nothing but basic moves before hitting the
TKO for the win. Nothing to see here, which should be the motto of this



company rather than In Your Face.

Drezden is still coming.

Nasty Boys vs. Shane Twins

Since it was SO interesting last week. Actually there are no Nastys but
here are some replacements.

Shane Twins vs. Road Warriors

The Warriors jump the Twins to start and again the audio issues flare up
as we can’t hear the commentary over the ring noise. Mike and Animal get
things going with Animal breaking out of a wristlock and clotheslining
Mike down. Off to Hawk for some loud chops which send Mike out to the
floor. The fans are entirely behind the LOD here but Mike gets Hawk to
chase him back inside and suplexes him down for two.

Hawk is sent shoulder first into the post and out to the floor on his
head. Back in and Todd forearms Hawk down for two and pounds away in the
corner. Hawk staggers out and collides with Todd to put both guys down,
setting up a double tag to Animal and Mike. Animal easily beats up both
Shane Twins by himself and there’s the Doomsday Device to Mike but the
Nasty Boys hit the ring and pull out the referee for the DQ.

Rating: C-. That’s almost out of pity more than anything else. The match
wasn’t anything to see but it’s the longest match of the tapings thus
far, running less than four and a half minutes. However, it advances a
story and gives us somewhere to go from here so there’s at least
something there. It’s going towards Nasty Boys vs. Road Warriors but it’s
better than nothing.

The Nasty Boys bail and the Road Warriors raise the Twins’ hands.

Jimmy Snuka and Jimmy Snuka Jr. are here.

Curt Hennig vs. Buff Bagwell

Buff is a face again after doing that mid match heel turn last week.
Hennig is sent to the corner so Buff can do his strut while Hennig bails



to the floor. Back in and Curt takes Buff into the corner for some loud
chops, only to be dropkicked out to the floor. Buff tries to pull him
back inside but Curt snaps his throat across the top rope to take over.
We hit the nerve hold for a few seconds before it’s off to standard
choking.

Buff gets caught in an abdominal stretch but it lasts about ten seconds,
just like everything else. A bad looking Boston Crab from Hennig lasts
about as long but Bagwell comes back with a jawbreaker and clotheslines.
In a bad looking ending, Buff goes to the middle rope for the Blockbuster
but Heenan shoves him off the ropes (referee doesn’t care) and into the
PerfectPlex (Bagwell’s shoulder was up, referee doesn’t care) for the
pin.

Rating: D. WE BROKE FIVE MINUTES!!! Indeed we did but the match sucked.
The holds lasting a few seconds at a time got really annoying because
there was no reason for Hennig to let them go. He just dropped them like
he was playing No Mercy which is stupid in video games and horrible
looking in the real world. Horrible looking match.

Post match Vampiro comes out to yell about Heenan but gets beaten down by
Curt. Buff makes the save but Ian Harrison comes out to beat up both
guys. This brings out Roddy Piper with a chair to make the real save but
Sable and her security come out to yell at him to end the show.

Hart and Knobbs wrap it up.

Overall Rating: D-. This show isn’t making me mad, but rather making me
wonder how much longer there is to go with it. The show is starting to
get some ideas together but none of the ideas are any good. At the end of
the day, this is a nostalgia show and not a very good one. These guys
weren’t incredibly old at the time, but there was no way they thought
this was going to last more than a few months tops. It was somewhat
better this time but they had nowhere to go but up.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of In Your House at Amazon for just $4



at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


